GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES

LOK SABHA
UNSTARRED QUESTION NO. 292
TO BE ANSWERED ON 03.02.2022

FLY ASH BRICKS MANUFACTURER

292. SHRIMATI RAKSHA NIKHIL KHADSE:

SHRI MANOJ KOTAK:

Will the Minister of MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES be pleased to state:

(a) whether the Government is aware of a large number of micro and small scale fly ash bricks manufacturers forcibly pushed into closures since more than 100 days due to the notification brought by the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change for the fly ash disposal thereby loss of many jobs for the workers and if so, the details thereof;

(b) whether the Government proposing any steps in this regard to revive operations of these industries and to set aside the notification brought and if so, the reaction of the Government thereto;

(c) whether the Government proposes to allot the fly ash to these micro & small industries on top priority and then let them do whatever they want after the allottment for reinstating the functioning of these industries; and

(d) if so, the details thereof?

ANSWER

MINISTER OF MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES
(SHRI NARAYAN RANE)

(a) to (d): Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises does not maintain the data with respect to closures of MSMEs. However, as informed by Ministry of Environment, Forest & Climate Change (MoEFCC), the notification on ash utilization from coal and lignite based thermal power plants was published vide S.O.5481(E) dated 31.12.2021 and mandates thermal power plants to utilize current generation ash and legacy ash in prescribed timelines. The thermal power plants failing to meet prescribed utilisation timelines will be imposed environmental compensation on unutilised quantity. The supply of ash is based on mutually agreed terms between thermal power plant and user agency to meet the utilization timelines. The supply of ash free of charge is applicable only when a notice is served by the Thermal Power Plant to specified users such as road laying activities, construction of road and flyover embankments, shoreline protection structures in coastal districts, dams, and mixing of ash in overburden dumps and backfilling in mines”.

The National Small Industries Corporation Limited (NSIC), a Public Sector Undertaking under this Ministry, facilitates Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) to meet their raw material requirement by making arrangements with bulk manufacturers for procuring the materials and supplying the same to MSMEs.
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